The contents of the pages on this website are the exclusive property of P2P Solutions
Foundation (P2PSF), a Mauritius foundation. Copying of any part or all of the contents in any
form is completely prohibited, other than in accordance with the following permissions.
P2PSF allows the recopy extracts from its website pages only for personal information use, but
only if you acknowledge P2PSF website as the source of the material. Such acknowledgment
should include reference to the P2PSF Web address (URL). This license to recopy does not
permit any distribution or copy for any commercial, legal or other purposes, other than personal
information use.
No part of P2PSF Website or Web Service may be reproduced on or transmitted to or stored in
any other Web site or any other form of digital/electronic or non-digital/non-electronic retrieval
system.
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P2PSF needs to protect. Please remember that you are generally not able to use P2PSF logos
unless you are specifically licensed or authorized to use them.
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DISCLAIMERS:








This web site and the content on it ("Content") are provided on an "as is" basis without
warranty of any kind, expressed or implied, including but not limited to warranties of
performance, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, accuracy, omissions,
completeness, and delays.
Third party content may also appear on this web site or may be accessible via links from
it ("Third party Content").
The Content does not constitute legal or other professional advice and should not be
relied upon as such. Any reliance on the Content is therefore solely at the user's own risk.
P2PSF reserves all rights to make improvements and/or changes to the features,
functionality or Content on this web site at any time, without any prior notice.
P2PSF shall not be liable for:
Any loss, injury, claim, liability, or damage of any kind resulting from, arising out of or
any way related to:
o any errors in or omissions in this web site and the Content;
o any Third Party Content;
o the unavailability of this web site, the Content, or any part thereof;
o your use of this web site or the Content; or
o your use of any equipment or software in connection with this web site or the
Content;



For any special, direct, indirect, incidental, punitive or consequential damages of any
kind whatsoever (including, without limitation, lawyers' fees) in any way due to, resulting
from, or arising in connection with the use of or inability to use this web site or the
Content or any Third Party Content.



P2PSF may have taken reasonable precautions to ensure that your access to this website
is secure and free from any viruses, Trojans or similar destructive software. However,
P2PSF does not, in any manner and for any purpose, warrant that your access to this
website will be secure and free from any viruses, Trojans or similar destructive software
and you are hereby cautioned that P2PSF will not, UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES,
accept any liability for any damage sustained as a result of your accessing this website.
You are expressly advised to carry out your own security precautions and checks prior to
and whilst accessing this website.
P2PSF expressly disclaims, in any manner and for any purpose, any and all warranties
with regard to any portion of any content contained on the website and expressly cautions
the visitor(s) not to place any rP2PSFance whatsoever on the information and/or
statements contained within this website, without verifying the authenticity of the
information and/or statements from independent sources. P2PSF does not undertake the
responsibility of regularly updating the content herein and does not undertake any
liability in any matter arising as a result of any action and/or inaction which places
reliance upon the information and/or statements made available on this website.
Moreover, P2PSF shall stand indemnified by the visitor(s) against any and all claims that
arise as a result of any use and/or misuse by the visitor(s) of the contents and/or services
provided within this website.
P2PSF, furthermore, disclaims/and is indemnified against any and every act(s) and for
any purpose, either expressed or otherwise, any acts, omissions and/or claims, etc.,
originating/impersonated and/or purported to be originated in any manner relating to the
information on the site, in the name of or on reliance of the name of Interactive
Learning Systems, ILS, Electronic Learning Inc., Innovative Solutions International
Inc., P2P Solutions Foundation, P2PSF Group, P2PSF, Electronic Learning, P2PSF
Services, P2PSF Products, P2PSF.Org, www.P2PSF.org, www.token.P2PSF.org,
etc...





